Winners of the 2022 James S. Cogswell Outstanding Industrial Security Achievement Award!

Awesome! – Dr. Suzy Young

Great news for the team again!! Congrats – Dr. Steven Messervy

Please pass on my congratulations to all your team for your obviously excellent and award winning work. Everyone working on a project that requires your expertise appreciates you! - Dr. Patrick Reardon

Congratulations!! - Teresa Shurtz

Congratulations to your team as part of this most PRESTIGIOUS award. Your office is doing great work! Keep it going. The very best of the best in cleared facilities at universities is UAH. Best - Jerry Hendrix
UAH’s own representing at the Green Street Market!

Dr. Frederick (Propulsion Research Center) and Rebecca England (Office of Technology Commercialization) did a wonderful job!

If you would like to hear the DYNAMIC DUO perform, they will be the headliner for the ORS “Welcome Back” meet and greet in August 2022.

More information to come soon.
Enforcement Agencies Should Better Leverage Information to Target Efforts Involving U.S. Universities
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Millions of foreign students and scholars study at U.S. universities, and many contribute to U.S. research. But, there's a risk that some may illegally access and share sensitive information, such as data or technology, with their home countries.

Agencies involved in addressing this threat said that outreach and education increases university officials' awareness of research security threats and builds stronger relationships with university officials.

To help prevent illegal transfers, we recommended that agencies determine which universities are at greater risk for such transfers and target outreach and education to them.

To read the full article use link below: